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Accounting Excellence
What the entrants tell us

For entrants to the Accounting Excellence Awards, 2018 was much like 2017, but even more so.
AccountingWEB Head of Insight John Stokdyk discusses how the profession is coping in an age of
accelerating change.
The indicators of progressive accountancy showed up strongly among award entrants during
2018, with the adoption of cloud bookkeeping systems continuing its relentless climb to 88% of
our population.
The other top five initiatives mentioned in 2017 entries retained their chart positions and
increased their presence in 2018.

In partnership with
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Accounting Excellence: The entrants through the years
Tending specialist niches and soliciting client referrals have been on parallel courses within the Accounting Excellence community
since 2013. If you are a practitioner doing well in a particular sector, our data confirms that you are likely to enjoy further success by
appealing to similar clients through word-of-mouth recommendations.

The amount of effort going into digital
marketing continues to rise among
leading practitioners, but the evidence
from entrants is that the services they
provide and initiatives to improve client
service have more impact on growth
and profitability.
One marketing initiative that failed to
grow appreciably during the year was
measuring where referrals were coming
from. Less than a third of 2018 entrants
provided evidence to suggest they were
using some kind of system to track their
marketing activity. Our analysis suggests
this is one of the most effective things a
practice can do to underpin growth.
Elsewhere, however, we have seen a rise
in innovative approaches in 2018, with
client feedback, forecasting services and
outsourced finance all rebounding from
dips last year. As you will have read many
times on AccountingWEB, our view is that
the big cloud surge was accelerated by the
Making Tax Digital project announced by
Chancellor George Osborne back in his
2015 Budget.

MTD shifted a lot of online accounting
software since 2015, but the initial
timetable caused such alarm that
accountants had little time to think about
anything else until the MTD for income tax
timetable was pushed back until after 2020.
The large number of entrants in 2017 whose
enthusiasm for online accounting was
linked to Making Tax Digital alerted us to
the existence of a second wave of cloud
accounting adopters. The profession’s
pioneers continue to put themselves
forward as award contenders, but
evidence from our software survey
suggests that some of the following pack
may be wavering in their commitment to
cloud systems and the hard work needed
to bed in new processes with their clients
and their teams.

With a few occasional exceptions, such as
the lack of adequate monitoring around
marketing and social media activity, the
main conclusions to draw from award
entrants is one of great collective common
sense. The widespread focus on client care
and working with their teams to improve
performance are exactly the things that
practice development consultants and
software providers have been urging
accountants to do.
What sets the Accounting Excellence
entrants apart, however, is their
willingness to share their expertise with
fellow professionals. All of our nominees
are at the peak of their profession. By
shining a spotlight on what they are doing
to succeed and how, we will be showing
other practitioners new directions and
techniques that they can adapt for
their firms.
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A glimpse into the
finance department
This year we were excited to introduce a new category with a new award –
Finance Team of the Year.

This new category set a benchmark which
will enable us to build up a similar picture of
finance trends to the more elaborate analysis
that we can call on for practitioner entrants.
Except for those working in the very largest
companies, accountants are used to playing
many roles. Alongside their traditional reporting
and internal control responsibilities, finance
teams call on skills as diverse as forecasting,
project management, software implementation,
training, investment appraisal and diplomacy.

One quality Accounting Excellence finance
managers share with their practitioner
counterparts is a commitment to continuous
improvement and effective communication. In
every department we examined, the team was
always on the lookout for areas where they could
streamline their processes and improve the
organisation’s overall performance.

As the Perkbox team explained in their advice
to fellow professionals, “Accounting is about
providing insights and supporting decisions not
Our 2018 entrants confirm that small business
only internally but externally too. It is therefore
finance is an increasingly project based
important to communicate with stakeholders
discipline. At Creative England, for example, each well and regularly, [and] get them involved
project team includes a finance representative to in what you do to work better together.” We
support their budgeting, forecasting and analysis couldn’t have summarised the Accounting
needs. Across the board, finance managers also
Excellence ethos any better than that.
keep a close eye on performance measures for
individual projects to ensure they deliver the
expect return on investment.
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I nt ro duc t ion
ACCA is delighted to once again be a partner of the Accounting Excellence Awards 2018.
The Awards play such an important role in celebrating the achievements of accountants across the
country who are helping businesses grow and making a significant contribution to the UK economy.
Our membership comprises over 20,000 small and medium-sized practitioners across the UK and it
is great to see a cross-section of these individuals and their practices shortlisted.

“ACCA is delighted to be
partnering with
AccountingWEB and
helping bring its Accounting
Excellence programme to
life. Its rich programme of
content helps our members
maximise the potential
within their practices.”

We are committed to helping all practitioners embrace the opportunities digital offers today
and in the future. Some of our pioneering members have demonstrated how it can be truly
transformational in terms of delivering better client relationships and in turn both professional and
personal growth.
It is particularly pleasing to see this represented in those firms short-listed for both Innovative
Firm of the Year and New Firm of the Year, where the principle partners share our commitment to
developing new talent which will help them shape the accounting landscape of the future.
We recently brought together some of the leading technology companies to help define this
evolving landscape. These discussions are now shaping the advice and guidance we are offering all
of our firms. By tapping into ACCA’s global network of connections, our firms can grow their own
businesses and those of their clients.

Claire Bennison
Head of ACCA UK

Simon Webster
ACCA
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Small Practice
of the Year

a

rd

SPO

NSOR

ED
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“The leading contenders in this category
However the human face of a practice is
understand that having cloud software in itself equally key. Most of the leading contenders
is no longer enough to make them distinctive.” in this category demonstrated how they take
care to look after their people. They recognise
Instead, innovative use of technology is
that retaining and developing talent is key to
centred around automation and efficiencies to
their success.
help staff deliver better service.
Smart outsourcing was another trend here,
Technology makes it quicker and easier to
with entrants using outsourcing in different
capture information and reply to queries,
ways. One outsourced admin, others
and provides rigour in tracking the level and
outsourced social media while one outsourced
timeliness of the service provided.
its own compliance services to use as a
revenue stream. Smaller firms but with
bigger brains.

In partnership with
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Sm a l l P ra c t ice
of t he Yea r

WINNER

Infinity
Partnership
www.infinity-partnership.com
The judges said this Aberdeen-based
practice had found ways to thrive in a region
that’s had more than its share of economic
problems.

Infinity Partnership’s investments have paid
dividends for both itself and its clients. It
has developed a process for submitting R&D
tax claims, completing 25 claims worth tens
of millions of pounds last year. This now
accounts for 25% of the firm’s turnover.

Ingenuity is the watchword for Infinity
Partnership. Its advisory service – involved
in 20 mergers, acquisitions and investment
Admirably, Infinity Partnership is investing
deals in 2017 – shows the practice’s ability to in its employees – IT systems combined with
make a real difference.
a flexible work policy allows staff to work
from home, providing work-life balance.
In two instances it secured local jobs.
In a notable example, it not only helped
The judges also praised the ingenuity of its
rescue a subsea business, it helped another Dragon’s Den-style event. Executives were
client acquire a loss-making business from
invited to invest in food businesses, and the
a former employer. It transformed the
firm then secured reliefs for the investors.
separate entity into a multi-million pound
All this activity has paid off. Largely through
turnover company in its first year.
word of mouth alone, it added 350 new
clients in 2017.
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Sm a l l P ra c t ice
of t he Yea r

S H O R T LIS T

The Accountancy Cloud
theaccountancycloud.co.uk
Aimed squarely at tech startups, award-winning firm The Accountancy Cloud promises to “give
you back your time and that’s just the start. We help solve real life start up challenges with
industry expertise and technology”. That’s no empty claim, the company using innovative
solutions to improve relationships with clients and to reduce admin time by 80 percent.
Recently, the company introduced Tableau, a
“socially connected accounting platform” that
“embeds insights into a client’s software, app,
or website to provide an integrated dashboard
where they can communicate via the platform”.
For customer support however, it uses unique
Slack channels. These are “set up for clients

to automate responses on the fly; 95% of our
responses are measured to be within three
hours.”
Now add on their adoption of two further virtual
finance assistance apps (Recount and Fractal
Labs) and here is a firm made up from the same
fabric as their clients - tech innovation.

the numbercruncher
thenumbercruncher.net
Trading on “tailor-made cloud accounting and business support packages”, the judges said the
numbercrunchers was a firm doing all the right things, as evidenced by a year-on-year growth
rate of 33.3%.
The Cirencester company’s underlying principle
is “surround yourself with customers, staff and
suppliers that you like doing business with”. The
judges praised the way this extended to buying
from its own clients. This helped to generate up
to four times the amount it spends, all due to
referrals between customers.

The company has invested in technology,
introducing a truly paperless digital document
filing system. “Once digitised we can access our
50,000+ documents at the click of a button.”
the numbercrunchers has invested in people too,
recently taking on an apprentice who it intends
to support through second year studies in AAT.
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Fitton & Co.

Inca Caring Accounting

www.fittonandco.co.uk

www.inca-accountants.co.uk

The judges praised Fitton & Co for the continuous improvements it has
made over the past year and the way it used feedback to further develop its
technology and services.

The judges all agreed that Inca Caring Accounting’s dedication to long-term staff
training and development provided a great example for other firms to follow.

In 2017/18, this Hebden Bridge firm
onboarded an impressive 80 new clients
– an increase of 20%. Of those, 90% of
which came from referrals, and its client
retention rate is 99.79%. Impressive
numbers for such a new firm.
The judges praised the way Fitton & Co
had improved onboarding of clients.
By doing so, it freed up staff time for
“marketing, better communications with
existing clients and referrers, on-the-spot

advice, and strategising/planning valuable
client services. Consequently, the quality
of service has risen and we are identifying
more ways to enhance, support and
manage for growth.”
Fitton & Co’s dealings with clients are now
fully digital and it retains commitment to
continue this strategy – the firm’s app has
recently been updated to admirable and
productive effect.

The small practice
entrants illustrated a
passion for their work and
a degree of ingenuity in
promoting their practices.

From its Oxfordshire base, this small
practice has demonstrated that such
an investment in people can ultimately
pay dividends. The company invested
substantially in 2016 in areas that were
seen to be holding back the business. This

led to record pre-tax profits in 2017 – an
increase of 41% over the previous year.
In 2017, Inca Caring Accounting won Best
Newcomer at the International Investors
in People Awards. More awards are sure
to come.

Spicer & Co UK Limited
www.spicerandco.co.uk
Here is a firm that immerses itself in its
community. One of Spicer & Co’s most
notable initiatives is a monthly meetup. Says the entry: “Our main initiative
for 2017 was the inception of The Pride
of Dunstable, a monthly supper club
for our businesses. By bringing our
clients together and inviting other local
businesses for mutual support and
connections, this has helped secure new
business for our clients.”
This is just one factor behind Spicer &
Co’s 17% increase in turnover and 8%
increase in profit before tax.

In terms of marketing, the firm is active
on social media to good business
effect. Says the entry: “Our social
media generates new enquiries. We
use Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
and promote a cross-section of posts
around us, the events we attend and
share our client’s posts.”
Things didn’t stop stop there, In 2017,
it appointed a Business Development
Director, which improved its new enquiry
conversion rate to 80%. Expect more
from this impressive Bedfordshire firm.

Tony Margaritelli | ICPA
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Medium Practice
of the Year
“It’s a difficult time for medium-sized firms.
With smaller firms using the cloud to make
a big difference to their offering and bigger
firms snaffling up larger clients, medium-sized
practices might be struggling to see how they
can make a difference.”

a

rd

SPO

NSOR

With the advent of MTD, here is a clearly
forward-looking strategy that medium-sized
practices could adopt in order to grow in
future. With large tech migration a tangible
but ultimately limited tactic, this level of
proactive, personal accounting for mediumsized firms is one future our shortlist is
pioneering. Join in.

In partnership with

ED
By

Aw

The top entries in this category take a
very client-focused approach. Some used
dashboards to help their clients understand
price increases. Others review inheritance
tax. By running free seminars that aren’t
about pushing particular products and

services, they help add value for clients and
give them clarity on the firm’s proposition as
a long term partner.
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Me d iu m P ra c t ice
of t he Yea r

WINNER

Green & Co
Accountants and
Tax Advisors
www.greenandco.com

Here is a firm with an eye firmly on the postMTD future, with a wide range of modern
services that not only add value but enable
clients achieve their goals.
Proof? Green & Co has added 95 net new
clients in the past year, provided more
services to existing clients and increased
turnover by £80,000. A comprehensive and
fully integrated approach to marketing
(demonstrably more than any other entrant)
was the reason for this.

a proactive approach to outreach shows
the drive to make this strategy work. As well
as meeting clients at forums and seminars,
in 2017 Green & Co’s staff additionally
attended 79 marketing and networking
events in the past year.
Add on tangible ways of adding value to
clients – see the successful forecasting app
it has developed – and Green & Co are a firm
set to successfully transition to become a
profitable advisory.

Using specific, targeted campaigns across
different types of media has born fruit whilst
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Seymour Taylor

Nordens

www.stca.co.uk

www.nordens.co.uk

Based in High Wycombe, Seymour Taylor is a medium-sized firm that views
referrals as key to its success. That means develops strong relationships
with local solicitors, banks and bookkeepers, as well as seeking out general
networking opportunities – something it does with vigour.

According to their list entry, Nordens’ goal is “to be seen as a reputable
alternative to the top 20 UK practices”. It’s an admirable ambition and one the
company are well on the way to deliver against.

The firm carries out a range of marketing
activities, including website, search
activity, external signs, newsletters, PR,
social media and more. Part of these
efforts included a centenary campaign
celebrating the firm’s 100 year existence
plus charity activity and over 120 hours
logged against CSR initiatives.

As well as outreach, Seymour Taylor
invests time in talking to their clients with
a variety of surveys. The response to one
survey around company values has lead to
the firm upping the amount of seminars it
offers whilst a client satisfaction survey is
dispatched as soon as any piece of work
is delivered. Listening as well as talking,
Seymour Taylor is a truly proactive as
much as reactive firm.

By focusing solely on organic growth,
this Woodford Green-based firm has
seen an impressive growth in turnover in
recent years – 34% increase in 2016, 30%
in 2017 and a projected 41% in 2018. With
98% client retention, those are figures
sure to keep on the up.

assist our team members learn not only
hard skills, but the softer communication
and emotional skills.”
As for clients, relationships are there to
be built upon. Nordens staff meet clients
weekly or monthly to provide them with
additional services “that they want,
rather than need” and help them keep
track of their business goals.

Nordens is investing any profits of this
growth in both its business and clients.
The firm has recruited a Chief Operating
It all combines into a well-rounded
Officer for long-term strategy whilst an
strategy that is reaping dividends. One to
internal training team has been recruited
watch even closer.
to work with external specialists “to

Dunkley’s Chartered Accountants

The best practices had the
ability to attract and retain
staff, adding to the speed
in which they were able to
grow and develop.
Graham Lamont | Lamont Pridmore

www.dunkleys.accountants
Based on its formation back in 1991, this
Bradley Stoke-based Bristol accounting
firm is as opportunistic as it is established,
using the duel spectres of MTD and GDPR
to reach out to its audiences and improve
its own offering.
Whether proactively shifting its clientbase
to the cloud to help them with MTD or
upgrading its own internal processes to

comply with GDPR, Dunkley’s has not only
improved the efficiency of the firm but
grown revenue – turnover grew by 26% in
2017 and 10% in 2018 so far.
With an active CPD programme that has
seen 19 staff becoming Xero advisors
over the past year, here is a mediumsized firm with an eye on its future.
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Large Practice of
the Year
“If there is a trend amongst these entrants
in this hard-fought category, it’s that large
firms are having to think further and further
ahead.”
Whether that’s deep thought about
bigger markets or the wrestling with the
implications of Brexit, the challenge for
larger firms of how to prepare clients for the
future is bigger than ever.

They’re not just waiting for work to come in or
for potential staff to apply for their openings they’re going out in search of work.
Larger firms are now looking after their
teams as much as they do their clients. The
shortlisted entries showed consistency in
being fully committed to staff training and
development. Thinking big, acting small.
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That means a level of forecasting and drive
previously not required - and the best firms
are the ones that are proactive in every sense.

In partnership with
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L a rge P ra c t ice of t he Yea r

WINNER

Kreston
Reeves
www.krestonreeves.com

The judges agreed Kreston Reeves is an
incredibly well-coordinated practice that
thinks well outside of its own needs. It sets
a benchmark by which other firms of its size
should be judged.
Here is a practice that looks beyond clients’
immediate concerns, using forecasting
tools to identify the issues they might face
in future, and has coped admirably with a
substantial merger.
Kreston Reeves is not only innovative and
adventurous but cares for its staff and
clients a powerful combination that’s

responsible for an enviable client retention
rate of 95.4%. In May 2017, the practice
achieved Employee Training Provider
status for its graduate and non-graduate
training programme – one of only three UK
accountancy firms to have this status.
It has proactively sought new business
overseas, having made two successful
overseas sales trips (to the US and China/
Singapore), securing several hundred
thousands of pounds worth of new work
from China in the past 18 months.
A more than worthy winner.
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Whitley Stimpson Ltd

Duncan & Toplis

www.whitleystimpson.co.uk

www.duntop.co.uk

Whitley Stimpson is a firm that does the basics right – especially at the director
level – working as a coherent group to deliver 15% growth in turnover over
the last 12 months. Specifically, the practice puts the growth down to “the
introduction of tighter practice procedures, the ever-growing reputation of our
key specialist sector teams and our continued investment into staff training,
infrastructure and client-focused service approach.”

The judges said Duncan & Toplis’s business development-oriented culture truly
sets it apart. It’s commendable that it is committed to seeing clients face-to-face
at least once a year – a commitment not always easy to make but one that will
feed into the services they offer and the training they provide. It’s a clever way of
not only securing the existing revenue base but looking at new service lines.

The judges said Whitley Stimpson’s
leadership group is an engaged one,
wanting to look at adding value and
exploring new markets, and all the benefit
of staff, clients and the practice overall.
That strategy starts at the top:
Whitley Stimpson’s entry says that it
identifies areas of growth at annual
directors’ away days, focus on people

development, new markets, service
lines and geographical growth.
However that desire for growth doesn’t
stay there. For staff, the company
promotes a culture of continuous learning
and undertakes ‘Insights Profiling’ with
staff members to ascertain their training
and development needs.

Training is really important to Duncan
& Toplis. It’s innovating by running its
own sales-focused training academy for
employees. From the entry: “We believe
that our results for 2017 were helped by
the BD Academy which we created in
2016. This academy focuses on training
employees from across all 11 of our
offices to develop and acquire new skills,

helping us grow out into the market to
win new business.”
The judges were impressed by the
recognition the practice had received
for quality service. The entry says: “The
quality of our service is improving all
the time and this is reflected by our
‘exceptional’ Gold award from Investor in
Customers.”

Grunberg & Co
www.grunberg.co.uk
In the last 12 months, Grunberg & Co has bolstered its already admirable
expertise by obtaining a probate licence – one of only 300 firms in the UK to do
so. It’s a long way from its origins in 1990 – and the ambition doesn’t stop there.
Admirably given the current lack of
clarity, the firm also support clients with
Brexit, which “in turn is supported by
our membership of Reanda International
– a global network of accountants that
stretches over more than
30 jurisdictions.”

Its tax team helps clients with
compliance and has grown the number
of personal tax clients considerably over
the past year. Recent wins include a tax
tribunal, helping save a client
around £500,000.

The most impressive
practices took a great deal
of trouble to work with their
clients, listening to problems
and overcoming them.
Philip Fisher | AccountingWEB
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Specialist Team
of the Year
“This category has evolved over the past two
years - the quantity and quality of this year’s
entrants shows that specialisation is now truly
embedded in the marketplace.”

a
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It’s perhaps easier to market a niche too,
especially given that separate brands tend
to be run by a practice’s most enthusiastic
people. The personality of those people shines
though in marketing efforts but in the entries
the judges so enjoyed.

ED
By

Aw

Compared to previous years, what’s really
impressive is how a specialist service line can
drive the growth of the wider practice. There
is a sense in which the independence of these
niches helps them stand out from the rest of
the practice, while still being supported by it.

The other trend is that specialisms may need
dedicated technology solutions that are not
available off the shelf. Some entrants ended
up developing their own systems because they
couldn’t find one that met all their needs.

In partnership with
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Sp e c i a l i s t Tea m
of t he Yea r

WINNER

Jeffreys
Henry LLP
www.jeffreyshenry.com
The judges agreed Jeffreys Henry LLP
exudes a deep sense of confidence that
comes from being embedded in its niche
– hospitality – and knowing the industry
inside out. It understands the unique
challenges of this industry, tackling them in
an innovative matter and displaying thought
leadership in the process.
A clear, sophisticated advisory service aims
to meet the challenges of clients and the
industry as a whole. But it very deliberately
mixes this with practical support in the form
of an outsourced finance function, which
has boosted income by 50%.

Jeffreys Henry LLP firm has an impressive
roster of clients, including Gordon Ramsay’s
Restaurant Group and Ottolenghi. In a
brand-conscious sector it has achieved
impressive financial results with fee income
up 21% in the past year.
Its quarterly Directors’ Club brings together
restaurant directors and industry experts to
share best practice and discuss key industry
challenges. Another indication of the level at
which Jeffreys Henry LLP operates.
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Rowleys Medical Accountants

Nordens

www.rowleysmedical.biz

www.nordens.co.uk

Medical specialist Rowleys Medical Accountants clearly understands the
specific challenges in its sector and had addressed them. For example, it had
difficulty recruiting from a limited specialist skill pool, as well as encountering
bottlenecks caused by the fact that most GP Practices have March year-ends.
To combat these, it has been recruiting experienced accountants early and
upskilling, as well as implementing flexible and remote-working capabilities.

In a toughly fought category, the judges all agreed one thing – Nordens’ entry
was almost a poster child for making the transition to an advisory practice,
thus deserving of the many awards the Woodford Green-based practice has
already earned over the years.

Rowleys has also seized the opportunities
presented by recent changes to the NHS
Pension scheme and changes in ‘Off
Payroll’ legislation to deliver well-received
workshops and other learning events.
In particular, this company was looking
to dominate the local market in its sector.
It now acts for one in three Practices and

has grown turnover by 15% in the last 12
months, a clear indicator that its proactive
networking with local authorities and
health organisations is paying off.
The judges also praised the way this
firm looks to make improvements for its
clients, in one case identifying additional
income of more than £40,000.

This transformed practice has made a
highly considered, conscious effort to
put into practice much of the theoretical
discussion around this issue.

In a nutshell, this firm has created a
specialist team. It has marketed it as a
slightly different brand with a separate
website (Nordens Strategic), which
comes across as very energetic and is
aligned with business development for
its clients.

Rouse Partners LLP
www.rousepartners.co.uk
Rouse Partners LLP has a proud specialism in construction – an industry
that might seem simple on the face of it but, said one judge, one that is
“beset by legislation”.

This years shortlisted
firms articulated a
complete understanding of
the world of their clients.
Richard Sergeant | Principle Point Ltd

The judges were impressed by the way
this firm has thought hard about how
to help clients grow their businesses in
such a rough market. It understands the
pressures and challenges they face and as
a result has increased client fees by 11%
in the past 12 months, mainly from new
construction clients.

and year-on-year trends, allowing clients
to compare their performance.”

The firm has also strengthened its
capability in cloud accounting, which is
increasingly popular in the construction
sector. It also has a joined-up approach to
marketing. Its annual Construction Sector
Report covered the impact of Brexit,
The judges praised the Construction
trends and industry performance, while
Benchmarking Report it produces, which in-house SEO and content marketing led
“shows the profit and cost structure for
to 45 new enquiries from construction
construction firms, average profit margins businesses.
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Practice Pioneer
of the Year
“As this Award has always shown, a
pioneering spirit in the world of practice can
take many forms.”

their business model to suit the current state
of affairs, true pioneers try to change the
underlying structure.

It could mean spotting an emerging
opportunity, challenging the status quo and
becoming a leader in that space. In some
cases, it means advocating for your client
base and becoming an influencer at the
highest levels.

While some accountants add a niche or fall
into one, we are seeing a trend towards
fully-fledged specialisms, whereby boutique
businesses are fully built around a niche.

In all cases it meant wanting more.
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One of the trends of a pioneer is not being
happy with the norm. Instead of just changing

It takes drive, bravery and insight to
successfully see such a stray through – and
if that’s not the mark of a pioneer, we don’t
know what is.

In partnership with
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P ra c t ice P ione er of t he Yea r

WINNER

Darren Fell,
Crunch
www.crunch.co.uk | @darrenfell

The judges said that Darren Fell is the
very definition of pioneering. He has been
instrumental in making Crunch a true
disruptor – one that’s changing the industry
landscape.

Darren Fell is worthy of recognition for being
a true business leader, moving beyond the
operational level of the business to being
an influencer at the government and policy
level.

They praised the way Crunch is run as a
business first and foremost. Its approach
to customer service, and the specificity by
which it is measured, is unrivalled.

The judges said this was the practice that
others look to in order to find out what the
future will look like. It pioneered customer
service champions to be the first line of
contact, and built an ecosystem of software
for clients.

Beyond being a well-run firm that has
shown consistent growth, Crunch is
constantly innovating. Among other
initiatives, it’s created a community
platform (Crunch Chorus) with over 50,000
business owners receiving jargon-free
guides and free tools.

It commissioned research into the needs
of sole traders and micro-businesses,
working out how to make money from them
by commoditising compliance. It has also
integrated financial advice into its offering.
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Nigel Adams, Ad Valorem Accountancy Services Ltd

Warren Munson, Inspire

www.advaloremgroup.uk | @NigelAdams

www.inspireaccountants.co.uk | @Inspireacc

This company owner developed what one
judge called a ‘coaching tree’. The entry says:
“Ad Valorem provides a high quality allround business hub to small owner-managed
businesses and entrepreneurs. (Adams)
leveraged his own entrepreneurial skills to
the benefit of his clients to provide practical,
clear advice to businesses of varying age
and size. He has also built a network of thirdparty providers so that if he can’t provide the
answer, he knows someone who can.”

has made a strong impact in his local area.
He thinks about more than just increasing the
value of his own business.
He has built a business hub serving not
just the commercial sector, but also other
accounting professionals, and believes in a
collaborative approach with other firms (even
local competitors).
Nigel Adams recognises that you need good
people and has low staff turnover.

Adams has the ability and experience to
support clients on their business journeys and

The judges said Inspire was one of best examples of a practice completely
overhauling what they do. This company has undergone no ordinary rebrand.
It’s completely re-tailored its services to focus entirely on the needs of
one audience and translated that into meaningful business outcomes. The
company’s website screams ‘entrepreneur’!
It’s a pioneering move for Warren
Munson’s small firm to move away from
compliance and into corporate advisory,
which takes a change of culture.
The judges praised Munson’s
event-based approach to building
a community. The entry says this

person “developed a programme of
ground-breaking events within my
industry, bringing the community of
entrepreneurs together in a culture of
shared knowledge and growth. These
events include the Entrepreneurs’
Conference, the Entrepreneurs’ Forum
and the Entrepreneurs’ Lunch.”

Adrian Markey, Adrian Markey Ltd
drianmarkey.com | @adrianmarkey
This entry is truly pioneering in spirit, although the judges felt it was perhaps
too early for Adrian Markey’s impact to be properly felt.
Markey’s small firm is showing real
innovation. It enjoyed a 60% increase
in turnover as a result of having
spotted a market opportunity: giving
cryptocurrency tax advice.
Moreover, here is an entrant is getting
involved in the national conversation

and challenging the powers that be, in its
niche. In this case, it believed there was
poor (government) guidance for clients
on this issue.
This person is grasping the opportunity
to become a leader in their space and
using PR to make their voice heard.

Innovation in practice
doesn’t happen in a vacuum.
The entries we saw here were
the culmination of team
effort from the beginning.
Ben Smith | AccountingWEB
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Innovative firm
of the Year
“In 2018, bolting on cloud services and other
new technology isn’t enough for a practice to
be considered truly innovative.”
Today’s most innovative firms have gone
beyond the use of technology for basic
bookkeeping. Some take inspiration from
other industries – notably tech startups – to
identify new tools and new ways of working.

The most innovative firms don’t just have
one-to-one relationships with clients.
Innovative practices provide repositories of
information in the form of text-based content,
videos and podcasts, as well as interactivity
via social media.
Innovative firms are using all available
digital platforms to create a true community
of active, engaged businesses and encourage
networking.
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Technology is also helping firms track
customer queries and response times. Thanks
to custom dashboards and reports, it’s
Here is the future of practices.
enabling firms to give clients better visibility
of key finance data, management information
and KPIs.
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I n nova t i ve Fi r m of t he Yea r

WINNER

The
Accountancy
Cloud
theaccountancycloud.co.uk
The Accountancy Cloud stands out in its
approach to technology, making it an
integral part of its relationship with clients
and its own business culture.
This forward-looking business doesn’t
follow the crowd when it comes to putting
customer satisfaction first. Its quantifiable
approach includes a helpdesk that answers
93% of queries within three hours – just
one factor behind its 96% client retention
rate and a reason why 87% of new business
comes from referrals.

The judges also praised the way that The
Accountancy Cloud puts community front
and centre. Its free digital community
platform helps clients develop networking
opportunities, share knowledge and access
information on finance opportunities.
Above all, this company exhibits a
strong team culture and a good working
environment, which aid recruitment
and retention. Here is a highly appealing
workplace for the best young talent.

It also uses technology to drive efficiencies
in its business processes – the company’s
new chatbot has saved 40% of the time
previously spent responding to enquiries.
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I n nova t i ve Fi r m of
t he Yea r

S H O R T LIS T

flinder
flindereffect.com
flinder proudly says its service “uniquely centres around management intelligence and
process automation to improve business performance.”
The judges especially liked the company’s focus on
management reporting. The entry reveals it builds
bespoke, real-time, business-wide management
reporting systems for clients. These connect
multiple, disparate cloud applications and blend
financial and operational data.
The resulting figures based on this technological
innovation are impressive. The company claims
its annual recurring revenue per client is four

times the average (from a Xero report). Some
50% of clients were introduced to the firm by
other clients and 92% of clients serviced monthly
feel they have a better understanding of their
business since working with this firm.
Helping businesses evolve with advanced
accounting services and rich management
information, the flinder effect is definitely a
strong one.

Mazuma Money
mazumamoney.co.uk
From its UK headquarters in Bridgend, Mazuma has used the last 12 years to vein innovation
throughout its offering.
The company offers a fully outsourced
bookkeeping service, providing a range of
services to small businesses, sole traders and
the self-employed. The entry says this is “a
high volume, low fee marketplace that’s
traditionally underserved.”
Despite a string website and trading on an
app-based system to collect sales, purchases,
receipts and bank statements, Mazuma’s main

innovation has little to do with technology. It
introduced a 10-star rating system, albeit a few
years ago, to rank its clients on the quality of
their submissions. If they improve, it can give
them better service.
This innovation may have been introduced in
2015-2016 but the effects are being seen in their
results today and beyond.
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Soaring Falcon Accountancy
www.soaring-falcon.co.uk
Award-winning Bedfordshire-based firm Soaring
Falcon Accountancy was launched in April 2015.
Building on her 18 years experience of working
in a practice, owner Alex Falcon Huerta now runs
her business 100 percent in the cloud – this helps
her company attract the next generation of young
entrepreneurs who are excited about utilising the
latest technologies to grow their business.

Confidence, enthusiasm and vision were not a
problem with Soaring Falcon’s entry and the
judges look forward to future Awards entries,
with additional evidence to further illustrate the
company’s assertions.

Nordens
www.nordens.co.uk
Based in Woodford Green, Nordons are a team of chartered accountants and strategic
business development consultants who “like to look at things differently”. It certainly seems
to translate into business success with turnover up 30% in 2017 and 41% in 2018.
Nordons’ marketing is targeted at existing clients and goals” – has its own website, branding and
to cross-sell specialised services rather than to
social media presence.
attract new clients. Its success is reflected in the
The firm also set up a Dragons Den-style pitch
number of referrals and recommendations.
event for clients. “For our ‘Business Factor’
Nordons views social media as more than simple initiative, our clients got the opportunity to apply
Tweets. The firm’s YouTube channel features
to present to a panel of investors willing to invest
interviews with business specialists in areas that and assist with substantial business growth.”
benefit its clients whilst its distinct Strategic
Department – which focuses on “clients dreams
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New Firm of the Year
“In 2018, smaller firms are increasingly
agile in making accountancy work for their
lifestyles, with technology available for them
to work from anywhere, at any time.”
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Equally smart, one of our shortlisted entries
detailed that, having opened an overseas
office, they were setting up an department to
provide outsourcing services to other UK firms
– an extra revenue stream.
Innovation and boldness leading expansion –
perfect partners for today’s smaller firm.
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With the digitisation of accounting and tax
well under way, firms have to stay ahead of
the game when it comes to MTD. Some of
our new entrants have signed themselves
up to the HMRC pilot scheme. A brave move,
especially given the complexities around MTD
that awaits us all. But they are also looking at

ways to provide value to their clients beyond
mere compliance, for example by helping with
HR advice.

In partnership with
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Ne w Fi r m
of t he Yea r

WINNER

PayKeeper
www.paykeeper.co.uk

A specialist accountancy and training
hub for franchises, the judges all agreed
PayKeeper has a smart strategy. This firm
understands its niche and has built all its
services around it, helping it grow revenues
by an impressive 100% in the past year.
By targeting franchises, helping them
set goals and providing them with KPIs,
PayKeeper has the potential to add even
more clients as brands grow. It becomes

embedded in the franchise business,
providing training in accounting and
software automation to new franchisees.
The judges were impressed by its ambition
to add business coaches and technicians to
its team, in the expectation that AI will have
automated routine tasks in five years’ time.
PayKeeper is a firm that is thinking big
and looking to go global, by supporting
franchise brands worldwide.
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flinder
flindereffect.com
With a motto of “helping businesses evolve”, flinder uses process automation and
management intelligence to improve clients’ business performance.
The company onboards clients using its
methodology to understand their objectives,
processes, business-wide data, structures and
areas of improvement.

of providing software support as much as
accounting advice), right now flinder had an
achievable and admirable approach to client
service, holding biannual, independent feedback
sessions beginning three months after first
engaging them.

However instead of settling for existing tools,
it builds bespoke, real-time business-wide
management reporting systems for clients.
This helps flinder identify trends or make
These blend disparate cloud applications, as well suggestions. This was a trend seen in
as financial and operational data.
2017’s awards and it’s heartening to see it
implementing to such a profitable effect in 2018.
Whilst the judges felt it might be difficult to
scale such a bespoke approach (with dangers

SIAL Healthcare Accountants
www.sial-healthcare.co.uk
Based in East Ham, this London-based firm has a healthcare niche and scored high marks
for strategy. SIAL Healthcare had more than doubled its turnover in one year, breaking even
in its first year despite making having to make significant investment in infrastructure and
accommodation (moving to a bigger office).
SIAL Healthcare has built its marketing efforts
around its niche – initiatives so far include
a book for opticians, webinars, face-toface networking, online blogs/articles, plus
attendance at exhibitions.

One interesting feature of SIAL’s entry was that,
having opened an overseas office, the firm
plans to provide outsourced services to other
UK-based accountants. Smart thinking that can
surely apply to firms outside this niche.
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Hoffman & Cohen

J Williams and Co Ltd

www.dnfinan.com

www.jw-accountants.co.uk

Based in Chelsea, Knightsbridge, Hoffman & Cohen has discovered a niche in
the restaurant industry and worked out what they could do to help them –
VAT advice. This specialism has quickly established the firm as a ‘restaurant
expert’, meaning a regular stream of new clients as a result.

Based in Fareham, Hampshire, here is a firm with a good, solid plan, with
specific actions. Over the last twelve months, it has achieved good growth,
with 60% increase in turnover between years one and two, and a 24% increase
in profit over the same period.

The judges praised the fact that Hoffman
& Cohen has embraced the virtual CFO
role. Being a virtual CFO for its clients,
it’s not just involved in compliance but
everything that affects their profitability.

On the front foot it all things tech, the
fact that J Williams & Co signed up to
the HMRC pilot scheme for MTD shows
they’re gearing up for this massive
upheaval and, in effect, putting their
money where their mouth is.

allowed the firm to sign up a number
of new clients from the region who are
exploring the avenues of investing in UK.

Hoffman & Cohen also has a smart
benchmarking experience – it helps put
It also has interests overseas, in UAE.
controls in place if it finds clients are
Says the entry: “VAT has been introduced spending considerably more in costs
in UAE and the firm has incorporated a
than their counterparts in a similar
VAT consultancy subsidiary in UAE, which industry. It plans to use automated
is considered as a very lucrative growth
accounts for all clients to free up time
option by industry experts.” This has
that could better be spent on advisory.

Subsequently, they will know exactly what
it means when their clients go through the
same thing – hopefully before next April.
With a flexible working policy, letting
staff work from home for better work/life
balance, J Williams and Co Ltd is a new
firm acting in a way old ones should.

Giffords Chartered Accountants
www.giffordsca.co.uk
Giffords Chartered Accountants now has five staff but isn’t content to stop
at that, citing an intent to grow by looking into joint ventures. The judges
agreed this was a smart move by the Devon-based firm.

I loved the opportunity to
learn more about what the
best firms are doing.

The entry says: “We refer huge amounts
of work to solicitors and IFAs. We see
scope in developing links further with
these professionals, including the
possibility of a joint venture (subject
to regulatory requirements) in order
to offer a more diverse professional
services offering to our clients.”

Giffords Chartered Accountants gained
an impressive 200 clients in its first
year and strives to maintain a good
relationship with all of them. This helps it
drill down into their management figures
to suggest lots of marginal gains. It’s
a personal service has helped Giffords
achieve a client retention rate of 99.5%
over the last 12 months. Impressive
numbers for such a new firm scaling fast.

Della Hudson | Hudson Business
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Client Service
Firm of the Year
“Of all the Awards being judged, here was the
most keenly contested with some new themes
emerging to build on those of last year.”
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What definitely came through is a hitherto
unimagined level of transparency. Some
shortlisted firms were getting third parties
and consultants involved in surveying clients
2017’s trend for firms to hire a dedicated client
while others were even more open, exposing
services manager has been overtaken by
themselves to the nefarious world of online
firms trying to find exceptional behaviours or
feedback by requesting Google ratings. But
innovative ways of providing excellent service.
however scary, the benefits of this new,
It made for a complex category to judge but
exposed, social world outweigh the risks. It’s
what was clear was that few companies were
firms who are prepared to ask clients to make
fixating on technology. No longer is ‘the cloud’
public, permanent digital comments rather
enough to impress clients – cloud technology
than rely on private feedback who will benefit
is a given and simply an accepted way of
in the long run. And that’s Like it or not.
delivering services.

In partnership with
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C l ient S er v ice Fi r m
of t he Yea r

WINNER

The Accountancy
Office
www.accountancyoffice.co.uk
Despite the generic name, here is a firm
that knows how to stand out when it comes
to client service and how important an
accountant can be to their clients.

The Accountancy Office’s entry stood
out from others due to the wide range of
client service activities that are pursued
consistently across the year. It accords with
the firm’s mission statement that “client
Evesham-based full-service accountant The
service is at the very heart of what we do.”
Accountancy Office is a sole practitioner
From the introductory welcome pack to the
who truly cares, showing both personal
free webinars and workshops right down to
dedication and business brains to offer a
the thoughtful flowers when a client is going
very personal service. It shines out as an
through a change of personal circumstances
example to other new firms in its approach.
such as moving house or illness, here is proof
This firm has a compelling client retention
that business can be personal and ultimately
rate of 100%. Its clients rank this accountant successful. The Accountancy Office: generic
highly on a wide range of different
by name, but certainly not by nature.
measures, from client satisfaction, value for
money, accessibility to their willingness to
recommend them.
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Mazuma

Green & Co Accountants and Tax Advisors

www.mazumamoney.co.uk

www.greenandco.com

Here is a firm that not only knows its target audience of SMEs and sole traders
extremely well, but focuses on it. This deep dive into a client base enables
Mazuma Money to not simply innovate for innovation’s sake but truly consider
the needs of its customers.
The Bridgend-based accountants launched
an app in 2016, with the intent of helping
clients to easily submit monthly receipts
and invoices, with an overriding desire
to move the relationship to digital. With
an admirably bespoke app rather than a
white label offering, Mazuma Money is all
about meeting the specific needs of its
clients as well as reinforcing the value of its
compliance services.

With a unique 10-star rating system that
it uses to ranks its own clients (helping
to identify client behaviours to tackle
and where to suggest improvements to
those who might need extra help), here
is an innovative firm firmly on the side
of the customer.

Based in Cwmbran, here is a firm with an impressive care charter to help its
clients achieve their goals – and it doesn’t care who knows it. Green & Co uses
open Google testimonials to share its client feedback – more public than the
traditional method of asking clients for testimonials and vetting them before
publishing them online. Possibly risky but more trustworthy as a result.
Client dashboards also form a significant
part of its client offering. Whilst the
Prosperity view shows growth in profit
and personal wealth, personal and
business goals are also input to help
clients improve their work-life balance.
Monitored and updated at monthly or
quarterly review meetings, this amalgam
of performance forecasting and business

growth is admirably responsible whilst
still giving the client clear information
about their business and the direction it
is heading in.
The ensuing discussion and planning
session is both measured and proactive
– everything a client could want from
their firm.

Avery Martin Accountants
averymartin.co.uk
Client innovation is at the heart of this firm’s transformation, with marketingfriendly scheme ‘The Best Year Ever’ the best example. Clients are encouraged
to detail what would make this the best year in their business history.
Avery Martin Accountants then build
that out ‘wish list’ into a full business
plan, not only setting parameters and
benchmarks for them to hit but also a
support system that monitors, supports
and suggests help to enable clients to
delivers on those dreams.
Not only inspirational, Avery Martin’s
scheme is one that delivers. Referrals
have not only grown by 80% in this

sector, but the model often works on
a no win-no fee basis when it comes
to raising investment, for example –
although it has actually never not been
paid.
Ultimately, Avery Martin’s entry was not
only a positive, upbeat one but had a
serious business message to convey. The
best of both worlds.

This was a tough category
and a final winner only
emerged after the judges
fiercely debated our
initial views.
Mark Lee | Book Mark Lee
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Practice Growth
Firm of the Year
“Investing in your staff might sound an
obvious tactic to growing your practice but,
as this year’s Awards have shown, it’s more
complex than that.”
Investing for the long term was a key trend.
Keeping staff engaged and motivated not
only helped firms’ immediate growth but also
helped them keep their existing talent – some
of the shortlisted firms mentioned impressive
staff retention rates.
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Not all staff are the same. Leading firms are
looking at issues like inclusivity and diversity,
whilst many businesses were placing more

emphasis on specialisms – knowing which
battles to pick and not trying to
do everything.
Acquisition was a understandable driver of
growth but leaves the profession with many
questions. What will happen to the smaller
firms that aren’t gobbled up? How will they
adapt? Our shortlist collectively pointed
towards an answer to that question – better
ways of marketing and communicating
awareness about themselves and their
services. Content is king once again.

In partnership with
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P ra c t ice Grow t h
Fi r m of t he Yea r

WINNER

Monahans
www.monahans.co.uk

It’s clear this forward-thinking South
West firm has a clear and well-executed
growth strategy. With a well-balanced
and deliberate mix of organic growth and
acquisitions, Monahans has achieved an
impressive 22 per cent increase in revenue
year-on-year.
Acquisitions have been highly targeted,
being based both on geographical location
and the additional skills that the nowenlarged firm could provide to clients. It has
also invested in specialisms, including

partners specialising in private client tax,
the not-for-profit sector and
wealth management.
Monahans demonstrate admirable
commitment to its employees, recognising
them as essential for future growth.
For example, it identified engagement
champions to forge strong links between
staff and senior managers. This emphasis
on staff wellbeing has not only helped the
firm retain key talent, but will, ensure they
continue to deliver a quality service as they
grow in future.
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Mercer & Hole Chartered Accountants

Nordens

www.mercerhole.co.uk

www.nordens.co.uk

A top 25 private client firm and top 50 accountancy firm, Mercer & Hole
demonstrated a strength in tax fee income resulting from the change in
legislation affecting non-domiciliaries.

Based in Woodford Green, Redbridge, chartered accountants Nordens provided
an entry that ticked all the right boxes and lived up to their strapline – “Not the
ordinary”. Here was an aspirational entry, focused on purely organic growth
and dedicated to improving its existing services to provide more value for
existing clients.

Here was an important part of the firm’s
growth strategy, representing 32.53%
of the firm’s total income. The judges
said Mercer & Hole was consistent and
obviously knows what it is doing.
When it comes to acquiring new business,
it has a “laser-focus on marketing”, with
an ability to get coverage in articles in
specialist publications by cultivating
relationships with editorial. As a result, it
gains 40% of new business in this way

(60% from client referrals) and the firm
also attributes a year-on-year rise in fees
of 12.95% from private client work to
these marketing efforts.
In addition, in 2017 Mercer & Hole brought
in a Strategic HR Director to ensure it is
structured to support growth, and to
ensure it provides a positive workplace
with opportunities to retain its existing
talent and to continue to provide excellent
service. A winning and admirable strategy.

Nordens has a specialism, a clear
strategy, and good word of mouth. The
firm thinks clearly about what to do
with new clients once it acquires them.
Over the past 12 months, turnover had
increased by 41%.
The business has also invested in staff
to further its growth ambitions, going

from 47 in 2017 to 55 staff today. It had
set up two new specialist departments in
the past year: the Strategic Department
to encourage clients’ entrepreneurial
skills, and a bookkeeping service to
support clients with MTD. “We’re never
restricted by knowledge and our minds
are as open as our eyes,” says Nordens.
Better than that.

DNS Associates
www.dnsassociates.co.uk

The Accounting Excellence
Awards judging process is
carried out with integrity.
Martin Bissett | The Upward Spiral Partnership

Based in Harrow, here is a business that clearly know exactly what it’s
about. The firm’s growth strategy goes firmly hand in hand with its
specialisms: accounting, compliance and tax planning for over 4,000
contractors and small businesses.
DNS Associates may have 13 years
under its belt but still values innovation.
Initiatives such as building a bespoke CRM
system – a task that can be fraught with
difficulty – are laudable excursions and
show ambition.
Any boundary pushing isn’t just limited
to internal schemes. Unusually, DNS

Associates provide perks for clients,
including free website/email addresses
and business cards for new start-ups.
The company also understands the
importance of recruitment and retention
of talent. Flexible working for staff, study
leave and rewards through Perkbox all
combine to create a firm that is growing
solidly and growing smart.
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Finance Team
of the Year
“From start to finish, the Accounting
Excellence judging panel were unanimous
that a modern finance team needed to get
truly involved in the business to be effective.
All three shortlisted teams did just that.”

With finance skills a given, recruitment then
becomes driven by securing additional skills
such as personality, drive, ambition, and the
vital ability to get on with people.
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Moreover, the ability to communicate
Here the judges were concerned not just with sometimes difficult concepts to non-financial
numbers but with delivering true business
people was crucial to the finance team having
value. In turn, this has a knock-on effect on
a big influence on the business and
the more personal skills needed to achieve the driving performance.
kind of growth with long-term potential.

In partnership with
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Fi n a nce Tea m
of t he Yea r

WINNER

Perkbox
www.perkbox.com/uk
The judges said it’s clear that Perkbox’s
finance team is a vital part of a rapidly
scaling business, playing an integral role in
its organic growth and acquisition strategy.
This finance team takes an inclusive
approach to the rest of the business, driving
budget responsibility to line managers.
The judges praised its policy of putting
dedicated analysts in each business area,
generating feedback data that helps
support decision-making in the business.

By improving its own performance,
Perkbox’s finance team is also helping
the business by embedding its learnings
in the company’s own employee benefits
products. As the entry says: “We work
closely with the product teams to embed
a good financial process design in our new
products. This allows us to bring efficiencies
and provide a slicker customer experience
in that area too.”
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Dr Will’s
www.dr-wills.com
Dr Will’s may only have a relatively small finance team, but it is one that plays a crucial role in
the company’s growth aim – to become the leading UK challenger brand in condiments.
The judges praised the way the finance team
implements its objectives and key results,
and keeps things simple. It sets one companywide qualitative test once a quarter and three
quantitative results to see if the objective has
been achieved. Sales and brand/marketing teams
set similar objectives and results themselves,
which tie into the company-wide goal.
Each week, the teams set four key tasks to
achieve by the end of the week – if achieved,

the company will be on track to hit its quarterly
objective. Finance monitors the achievement of
key results and measures the success
and contribution.

www.stca.co.uk
Creative England deals with public money, so accountability is crucial – something it delivers by
implementing a more project-based approach, with finance at the heart of the investment process.

The creative companies Creative England invests in
enjoy a survival rate of 83 per cent after three years
– impressive compared to the average survival rate
in this sector of 66 per cent. This is a sign of the

S H O R T LIS T

The Dr Will’s team also understands the value
of automation to free up valuable time. It
integrated stock tracking in the warehouse and
office in order to monitor the marketing spend
on free samples sent to retailers and
other buyers.

Creative England

Here is a team that continually looks to challenge
the status quo. It seeks continuous improvements
by looking at the details and uses smart technology
to free up time where it can. And by freeing up time,
it is able to develop commercial initiatives to add
value to the business and support decision-making.

Fi n a nce Tea m
of t he Yea r

team’s impressive due diligence processes and the
financial controls it puts in place.
The judges felt it was significant that the team had
managed to save the business £250,000 over the
past year by advising operational teams on travel
and overheads. It also acted on feedback from
the board to develop relevant reports, including a
dashboard of equity and loan portfolios, to drive
strategic decision-making.

The winning team
went above and
beyond the role
of finance in
their business.
Chas Howes | FUBAR Radio
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night!
What
MyFirmsApp
team
wouldlike
liketo
tocongratulate
congratulate the
the many
TheThe
MyFirmsApp
team
would
many
winners and nominees that we’ve built mobile Apps for including:
winners
and nominees that we’ve built mobile Apps for including:
Duncan Toplis, Grunberg & Co, Seymour Taylor, The numbercrunchers
Duncan
Grunberg
& Co, Reeves,
Seymour
Taylor,
The numbercrunchers
FittonToplis,
& Co, PJ
& Co, Kreston
MHA
Monahans,
BTC Software
Fitton
Co, PJ & Co,
MHA Monahans, BTC Software
MHA&Carpenter
BoxKreston
and DNSReeves,
Associates

MHA Carpenter Box and DNS Associates

See for yourself how an App can help drive your firm forward and complement your
for excellence
by downloading
ouryour
free firm
demoforward
version and
>> complement your
See passion
for yourself
how an App
can help drive

passion for excellence by downloading our free demo version >>

>> Free Download <<

>> Free Download <<
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HEADLINE SPONSOR

PRACTICE CATEGORY SPONSOR

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
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